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Allegis Group Earns Top Spot on SIA’s Largest U.S. Staffing Firms List for Eleventh Consecutive Year
Allegis Group companies Aerotek and TEKsystems hold top revenue positions
in multiple skill categories
Hanover, MD (August 29, 2017)—Allegis Group, the global leader in talent solutions, is pleased to
announce that it has earned the number one ranking on Staffing Industry Analysts’ (SIA) Largest Staffing
Firms in the United States list for 2017. This acknowledgment marks the eleventh consecutive year that
Allegis Group has held the top spot as the largest revenue earner in the United States.
“We work hard every day to deliver on our promises,” says Andy Hilger, president of Allegis Group. “Our
rich history spent building deep relationships, aggressively pursuing growth, and relentlessly seeking
ways to make every day better than the last ensures that people and companies reach their greatest
potential. We will remain focused on our commitment to provide opportunity for others.”
SIA’s Largest Staffing Firms list ranks companies that generated at least $100 million in U.S. staffing
revenue in 2016. The published list included 144 companies, which together generated $80 billion in
such revenue, making up 58.5% of the market by SIA’s estimates.
Since 1983, Allegis Group has helped companies succeed in today's highly competitive market for talent
due to its ability to attract and retain great people who empower business success. The company has
invested in and evolved its core expertise in talent acquisition, and today, its network of specialized
companies provides a full suite of complementary talent solutions that solve nearly every workforce
challenge. Recently, Allegis Group also published research on emerging industry trends with its AI and
the World of Work paper, Global Workforce Trends Report and Talent Advisory Survey findings,
extending its insights to issues relevant to the global talent, staffing and recruitment services space.
Access the latest research at https://www.allegisgroup.com/insights.
Allegis Group Companies Dominate Clinical/Scientific, Engineering, Office/Clerical and IT staffing lists
Allegis Group is also pleased to announce two of its companies attained top revenue positions on
multiple SIA lists. Aerotek, which offers staffing and recruiting services for technical, professional and
industrial positions in virtually every major industry around the world, was named the largest supplier of
clinical/scientific, engineering and office/clerical staffing in the United States for 2017 with 23, 18 and
seven percent market share, respectively. In addition, the company is the third largest
finance/accounting staffing firm in the United States and fifth largest industrial staffing firm in the
United States, with five percent market share reported on each category’s 2017 list.
Further, TEKsystems, which provides IT staffing solutions and IT services, earned the top position as SIA’s
largest IT staffing firm in the United States for 2017. SIA reported that TEKsystems owns 12 percent
market share, which is double that of the next-ranking company.
(more)
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“Our core competency and competitive advantage – even for our services business – is our ability to
attract and retain talent,” adds Hilger. “Our culture is strong across all Allegis Group services, brands and
regions. I’m confident that our grit and determination will translate into even more opportunity for our
people and greater value for our customers.”
About Allegis Group
Allegis Group is the global leader in talent solutions focused on working harder and caring more than
any other provider. We’ll go further to understand the needs of our people – our clients, our candidates
and our employees – and to consistently deliver on our promise of an unsurpassed quality experience.
That’s the Allegis Group difference, and it’s consistent across every Allegis Group company. With more
than $11 billion in annual revenues and over 500 locations across the globe, our network provides
businesses with a comprehensive suite of talent solutions — without sacrificing the niche expertise
required to ensure a successful partnership. Our specialized group of companies includes: Aerotek;
TEKsystems; Aston Carter; Allegis Global Solutions; Major, Lindsey & Africa; Allegis Partners;
MarketSource; EASi; The Stamford Group; and GettingHired. Visit www.AllegisGroup.com to learn more.
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